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My dream is to build machines that can understand the visual world without any human supervision.
Humans and animals learn to see the world mostly on their own, without supervision, yet today’s state-ofthe-art visual recognition systems rely on millions of manually-annotated training images. This reliance
on labeled data has become one of the key bottlenecks in creating systems that can attain a human-level
understanding of the vast concepts and complexities of our visual world. Indeed, while AI technology
is increasingly being used to impact various facets of our daily lives – including commerce, healthcare,
transportation, agriculture, and security – most real-world applications are limited to specific domains in
which lots of carefully-labeled data can be unambiguously and easily acquired.
To address this limitation, my research in computer vision and machine learning strives to create
scalable recognition systems that can learn to understand visual data with minimal human supervision.
In particular, my current research focuses on two main themes: (1) learning to see with weak or no human
supervision, and (2) learning to see using video. These themes are two sides of the same coin: both are
needed for creating systems that can learn to see with minimal human supervision. Below, I first elaborate
on my key contributions along these two themes, and then briefly describe computer graphics and crossdisciplinary applications. I will conclude with ongoing and future directions.
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Learning to See with Weak or No Human Supervision

Low-cost cell phones and cameras, along with social media and photo-sharing websites, have made the
Web an endless supply of images and videos; e.g., Facebook reports 350 million photo uploads per day
and YouTube sees 500 hours of video uploaded every minute! These images and videos are replete with
meta-data such as text tags, GPS coordinates, timestamps, and social media sentiments. The only way to
fully take advantage of this huge resource – without any additional annotation effort – requires algorithms
that can learn with weak1 or no human supervision.
I have created novel weakly-supervised algorithms that learn only from weak image-level annotations
(e.g., an image of a dog tagged as “dog” without any box or pixel annotations) to detect and segment
objects [22, 19, 34, 17, 18] and discover and localize visual patterns that characterize a property of an
object [23, 35, 16], as well as unsupervised algorithms that learn to discover novel object categories [26, 25,
29, 30, 40] and disentangle latent factors in generative modeling [15, 33, 7, 8]. I summarize each in turn
below. This research theme is being supported by my NSF CAREER, NSF EAGER, Adobe Data Science
Research Award, and Sony Focused Research Award grants.
Weakly-supervised object detection and segmentation. Detecting and segmenting objects in images is
a core problem in computer vision, but today’s algorithms require laborious bounding box or pixel-level
annotations which are costly and error-prone. For example, to create MS COCO – the de facto benchmark
dataset for training and evaluating detection and segmentation algorithms – more than 70,000 hours were
spent in annotating 328K images for only 80 object categories. Clearly, this is not a scalable solution for
creating machines that can recognize hundreds of thousands of different visual concepts as we humans do.
I have created novel algorithms for detecting and segmenting objects with only image-level tag annotations [22, 19, 34, 17, 18]. In this setting, the goal is to obtain bounding box or pixel-level classifications of
1
By “weak” supervision, I am referring to the setting in which a method learns with only image-/video-level annotations (e.g. text
tags) during training, yet produces more detailed predictions (e.g. bounding box, keypoint, pixel segmentation) during testing.
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objects given only image-level labels. I am particularly excited about our recent Hideand-Seek approach [17], which is a surprisingly simple yet highly-effective solution.
The key idea is simple: randomly hide image patches in the training images when
learning an image classification model. This forces the model to focus on the different
(randomly) retained object parts across the training images, which leads to the model
learning to localize the entire object (e.g., the entire dog) as opposed to prior methods
which focus only on the most discriminative part (e.g., dog’s face). This idea has
also proven to be useful as a data augmentation technique for training deep networks,
improving the state-of-the-art on a variety of tasks including image classification,
segmentation, face recognition, and person re-identification [20].
Weakly-supervised visual data mining. Apart from scalability, weakly-supervised
learning addresses another important issue: for abstract visual concepts like “what
makes an antique car look antique?” or “what makes this shoe more comfortable than
this other one?”, it is often ambiguous to know exactly what to label in the image.
For example, given an image of an antique car, it can be difficult to precisely annotate at the pixel-level all regions of the car that make it look antique. My research
has provided some critical first steps in addressing this difficulty by automatically
discovering such visual concepts in a data-driven way – by mining patches that are
correlated with the weak image labels (e.g., the year that the cars were made; see
Figure on right) [23, 35, 16] – as well as by leveraging external knowledge bases and
image captions for weakly-supervised object detection and segmentation [34, 14]. For
the latter, by leveraging common-sense cues derived from knowledge bases, my algorithms significantly improve upon prior methods that only rely on visual information.
Unsupervised and self-supervised learning. Weakly-supervised learning does not
fully address the scalability issue of visual recognition systems, as it still requires
annotations (albeit weak). Ultimately, the holy grail in computer vision is to create
recognition systems that can learn without any annotations. My research has made
fundamental contributions to unsupervised object category learning (“discovery”), in
particular with the ideas of self-paced category discovery [29] in which objects are
learned in order of predicted difficulty, and context-aware category discovery [27, 30]
in which the growing pool of learned categories serve as context to help discover new
unknown categories. These ideas have inspired a large number of work not only in
discovery, but also in object detection, image segmentation, and unsupervised representation learning. Finally, I am very excited about our recent works on generative
modeling, FineGAN [15] and MixNMatch [7], which are among the first unsupervised methods to yield a structured, disentangled representation of background, object
shape, color/texture, and pose for image generation. Building on this work, I recently
developed a novel unsupervised generative model for learning disentangled representations in class-imbalanced data [8], which better reflects real-world distributions.
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Learning to See using Video

Another exciting direction that I have taken is training visual recognition systems with
video. Video offers something that images cannot: it provides motion information,
which facilitates visual recognition in human vision; e.g. the slithering of a snake or
the fluttering of a butterfly helps in their identification. However, research in critical
vision tasks such as general (non-human) object classification, detection, and segmentation in video have been significantly lagging compared to their image counterparts,
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Hide-and-Seek [17] improves weaklysupervised object localization by randomly hiding patches in each training
image (bottom), which forces the image
classifier to go beyond just the most discriminative part (top) and instead learn
to focus on all parts of the object.
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Given historic car images, my algorithm in [23] automatically discovers
visual elements (yellow, green boxes)
whose appearance variations capture
the changes in car style across time.

FineGAN [15] is a generative model
that learns to hierarchically disentangle the background, object’s shape, and
object’s texture/color for image generation without any mask or object label
supervision.

largely due to the huge annotation costs and hardware requirements that video demands. Given our dynamic visual world, I contend that these traditional image-based
tasks need to be studied with videos, especially since motion is an indispensable cue
(that comes for free!) for learning to see. Undoubtedly, video will play a critical role
in creating machines that learn to see with minimal human supervision.
I have created novel algorithms that segment and detect objects [28, 19, 36, 37]
in video as well as algorithms that summarize videos captured from a wearable camera [24, 31, 4]. This research theme is being supported by my Army Research Office
Young Investigator Program (ARO YIP), NSF IIS RI Core, and AWS Machine Learning Research Award grants.
Video object segmentation and detection. My Keysegments work on unsupervised
video foreground object segmentation [28] was one of the first to introduce the problem (prior methods required human annotation or segmented out all objects without
identifying the foreground ones), and showed how appearance and motion saliency
can be used to discover prototype instances of the foreground objects. My follow-up
Track-and-Segment paper [36] showed that self-paced learning can facilitate unsupervised video object segmentation; i.e., by focusing on the easiest frames for initialization, and incrementally updating the segmentation model using new (harder) instances
that are discovered and segmented. More recently, I introduced an approach that provides spatio-temporal alignment of the latent memory in recurrent neural networks
for supervised video object detection [37]. By aligning the stored visual representation (memory) over time, more accurate spatially-localized visual features can be
produced for each object in each video frame. I am currently working towards unsupervised video recognition methods that exploit such spatio-temporal alignment.
First-person “egocentric” video summarization and analysis. I created the first
approach that predicts important objects to summarize hours-long egocentric videos
captured from a wearable camera (e.g., GoPro) [24, 31]. Egocentric videos offer a
first-person view of the world (e.g., we can often see the camera wearer’s hands),
and can be used to record the daily lives of the user – which is especially valuable
for people with memory loss as they provide visual cues to spark back memory. The
first-person view also translates naturally to robotics applications and enables a fruitful platform for embodied vision research in which agents learn to perceive and act
through interaction with their environment. In recent work, together with Indiana
University collaborators, I created an algorithm that identifies the first-person camera
wearer in a third-person (environmental) video that captures the scene [4]. This work
is one of the first to combine information from both first- and third-person videos,
which is a setting that is more likely to become common as environmental and wearable cameras become even more ubiquitous. I am excited to continue exploring new
questions and solutions in this novel research space.
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Computer Graphics and Cross-Disciplinary Applications

I enjoy applying my vision and learning algorithms in creative ways. For computer
graphics, I have created two novel systems (both published in SIGGRAPH): ShadowDraw [32] and AverageExplorer [41]. ShadowDraw is a real-time interactive system
that guides the freeform drawing of objects on a PC tablet – it automatically retrieves
and blends images that match the user’s ongoing drawing from a large image database.
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Keysegments [28] and Track-andSegment [36] are unsupervised video
object segmentation approaches that
automatically identify and segment the
foreground objects in unlabeled video.
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Spatial-Temporal Memory Networks [37] perform video object
detection by learning to model and
spatially-align an object’s long-term
temporal appearance and motion
dynamics.
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My first-person video summarization
algorithm [24, 31] produces keyframe
summaries focused on the automatically predicted important people and
objects that the camera wearer interacted with.

AverageExplorer is a real-time interactive system that allows a user to rapidly explore
and visualize a large image collection using the medium of average images.
Being at UC Davis, I have had the opportunity to collaborate with world-class
Veterinary Medicine and Animal Science researchers. I took upon this opportunity to
explore two problems: (1) understanding rodent behavior [11], and (2) decoding pain
in livestock animals, which involves automatically detecting keypoints (e.g., eyes,
nose, mouth) on their faces [10]. The latter is a large project, for which I received
the Hellman Fellowship Award, that involves collaborators in the UC Davis Center
for Equine Health, Animal Science, Swedish Agricultural University, and UCSD.
Together with collaborators in the ECE department, I have also worked on analyzing
the adoption and propagation of content (e.g., images) in online social networks [9, 6].
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ShadowDraw [32] (top) and AverageExplorer [41] (bottom) are real-time
interactive systems for freeform drawing and image exploration, respectively.

Ongoing and Future Directions
To summarize, my research in computer vision and machine learning focuses on algorithms that learn to understand visual data with weak or no human supervision, and
by leveraging motion and temporal cues in video. In addition to these themes, I am
interested in all other challenges that need to be addressed in creating machines
that can attain a human-level understanding of the visual world. Specifically, I am
interested in exploring questions such as:
• Can we develop perception algorithms that can learn from multiple modalities? We humans learn about our world through signals acquired from multiple
sources (e.g., sound, vision, smell, touch, taste), which often supervise each
other. However, until very recently, computer vision research has largely focused only on utilizing visual data. I believe that multi-modal learning will be
especially critical for creating systems that can learn without human annotations. I have begun to make progress in this direction [34, 14, 39, 12, 38].
• Can we create algorithms that can dynamically adapt to changing environments? While most existing visual scene understanding research assumes a
fixed and static environment, this assumption does not hold in many real-world
scenarios. Instead, robust and fast algorithms that can adapt online to constantly changing environments are needed. Our recent work on real-time instance segmentation YOLACT [1, 2] takes a step towards this direction.
• How can we create unbiased and secure visual recognition algorithms? As
computer vision technology is becoming more integrated into our daily lives,
addressing ethical, bias/fairness, and privacy/security questions are more important than ever. I have begun to study ways to ensure the privacy and security
of users in the visual data that the algorithms process [13, 5, 3], to mitigate
undesirable biases [21], and to improve robustness of deep networks [42]. In
particular, [42] proposed a novel anti-aliasing module for convolutional networks, and received the best paper award at BMVC 2020.
Over the next decades, I will strive to continue to be on the forefront in creating
machines that can learn with minimal human supervision. I am passionate about asking the right (meaningful and impactful) research questions, and proposing innovative
and effective solutions to those questions. I am excited about the prospects of working
towards these challenges with collaborators in vision and learning, and related fields
including graphics, robotics, neuroscience, and cognitive science.
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YOLACT [1] is the first real-time
(above 30 FPS) instance segmentation approach with competitive instance
segmentation accuracy on the challenging MS COCO dataset.

Original video

Identity: Jessica
Action: Applying make-up on lips

Anonymized video

Identity: ???
Action: Applying make-up on lips

Our privacy-preserving action detector [13] learns to modify video frames
to anonymize a person’s face (so that
Jessica is no longer identifiable), while
preserving action information (putting
on lipstick).
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